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The core purpose of Awkward Monkey AIis to bring the popular Awkward 
Monkey meme to life through an AI model. This AI model, known as the 
Awkward Monkey AI ($AMA), will have the ability to speak, listen, write, 
create memes, post tweets, join live streams, and engage in conversations 
with people. The project aims to introduce a unique and interactive 
meme-coin experience where users can influence the AI's behavior.

Key Highlights:

  Awkward Monkey AI ($AMA) is a groundbreaking project aiming to      Awkward Monkey AI ($AMA) is a groundbreaking project aiming to    
    make a meme interactive using AI technology.

  A total supply of 1,000,000,000,000 $AMA tokens with a 4% buy and sell   
  tax for marketing/development.

  Plans to list on centralized exchanges (CEX) in the future.

  AI Buy Bot in partnership with PaalAI

•

•

•
•

Executive Summary
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Mission & Vision + Founder's Quote

Mission: Awkward Monkey AI’s mission is to revolutionize the meme-coin 
space by bringing the Awkward Monkey meme to life, offering an 
interactive and entertaining experience for users.

Vision: The project envisions a future where memes and cryptocurrency 
merge, creating a unique and engaging ecosystem that empowers users to 
shape the behavior of their AI meme model.

Founder's Quote: "We're not just creating a meme-coin; we're creating a Founder's Quote: "We're not just creating a meme-coin; we're creating a 
new way for people to interact with their favorite meme. Awkward Monkey 
is all about making memes come to life and putting the control in the 
hands of our community."
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Problem
Awkward Monkey AI aims to address the challenge of making memes more 
interactive and engaging. The meme-coin space lacks projects that 
combine AI and meme culture. Users often consume memes passively, and 
there is a need for a platform that allows them to actively participate in 
shaping meme content. While no specific statistics are provided, the 
project targets the broader issue of meme engagement and interactivity.

Solutions
Awkward Monkey AI will solve the problem by creating an AI model ($AMA) 
that brings the Awkward Monkey meme to life. Users can interact with 
$AMA through various channels, such as speaking, listening, tweeting, and 
meme creation. The project's unique feature is the ability for users to 
modify $AMA's behavior by purchasing candies, which will be used to 
influence its responses and actions.
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Market Validation & Opportunity
Market validation can be provided by conducting surveys or research to 
gauge the demand for interactive meme-coin projects. Opportunities for 
Awkward Monkey AI include being the pioneer in merging meme culture 
and AI in the crypto space. This project taps into the growing interest in 
meme-related cryptocurrencies and offers a unique value proposition.



Products & Overview

Buybot Function: The Buybot generates AI messages for each purchase, 
providing useful information while promoting $AMA. This functionality also 
appeals to other communities, offering additional exposure and generating 
revenue for our development and marketing efforts.

Welcome Function: Welcoming newcomers with open arms is a priority. 
Our Welcome function streamlines onboarding, making it smoother and 
more inclusive for new members in our community and beyond.

Auto Toast Feature:Auto Toast Feature: Adding a celebratory touch, the Auto Toast feature 
spontaneously creates toasts for special moments, amplifying the festive 
spirit within our community.

/Filter Function: Communities need content management tools. The /Filter 
function empowers administrators to maintain a secure and clean 
environment.

AI Meme Generator:AI Meme Generator: Fostering creativity, our AI meme generator crafts 
witty and humorous memes based on community conversations, enriching 
the overall engagement.

Safe Portal Bot: Ensuring community safety and trust, our Safe Portal Bot 
safeguards communities against scams and fraudulent activities.
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Token Metrics

Token Name: Awkward Monkey AI

Ticker: $AMA

Initial Supply: 1,000,000,000,000 $AMA

Distribution: 4% buy and sell tax for marketing/development

Liquidity : 55%

Development : 10%

Marketing Marketing : 15%

Team Tokens : 10%

CEX Listing : 10%
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Conclusion
Awkward Monkey AI ($AMA) is not just a meme-coin; it's a visionary project 
at the intersection of meme culture and cutting-edge AI technology. We've 
embarked on a journey to transform passive meme consumption into an 
engaging, interactive experience where users can shape the behavior of 
their favorite meme character.

With the successful re launch, we've taken our first steps towards realizing With the successful re launch, we've taken our first steps towards realizing 
this vision. The initial liquidity and community interest have set the stage 
for what promises to be an exciting and innovative project.

As we move forward, our commitment to transparency, community 
engagement, and technical excellence remains unwavering. We're excited 
to embark on this journey with our community and look forward to 
reaching new milestones together.

Awkward Monkey AI is poised to redefine the meme-coin space, and we Awkward Monkey AI is poised to redefine the meme-coin space, and we 
invite you to join us on this unique and entertaining adventure.

Thank you for your support and trust in our project.
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